


T H E S H E L F R A N G E  

Thank you for choosing the Shelf Range. This Shelf was 
designed with a focus on longevity and quality. It’s perfect 
for inside your shop, cafe and home!

Our Shelves are made from powder-coated steel. These 
shelves are not suited for outdoor use. 

Enjoy.



C A R E G U I D E

Where you install your product depends on its material/s.

Wooden and Steel Products: We recommend using these 
products inside or under a shelter where they are protected 
from any exposure to rain or water. 

Aluminum Products: These products are non-corrosive and 
suitable for use outside. 

Chalk Products: You should use traditional dry chalk. We 
don't recommend using liquid chalk pens on our products. 

Transportable Outdoor Signage: If there is exposure to wind, 
we recommend bringing signage inside to protect it from the 
extremes. We offer Sandbags to help support your product in 
moderate wind conditions.



C O M P O N E N T S

3 x Shelves

15 - 18 x Screws 



Due to the size and weight, we recommend two people to 
install the Shelves.  

The Shelf will need to be installed on a wall with studs 
behind it to ensure it is secure enough. We recommend 
using a drill to install your Shelves. 
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Your Shelf is ready to go!    
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C O N T A C T U S

sales@georgeandwilly.com

www.georgeandwilly.com

@georgeandwilly

www.pinterest.com/georgeandwilly/



D I S C L A I M E R

George & Willy products have a lifetime warranty. This covers 
faulty workmanship and/or materials when the product is 
used in normal, domestic, or commercial conditions and 
following the care and use instructions provided. 

It does not cover normal wear and tear, accidents, or misuse 
of the product. If the defect was caused by a manufacturing 
fault, the faulty product will be replaced free of charge. If the 
original product is no longer in production, it will be replaced 
with the most similar product.

Please keep all parts out of reach of small children as they 
may pose a choking risk.


